Activity Report 2015

2015 was an important turning point in APC’s history:


Aid and relief efforts expanded beyond Austria; most notably emergency assistance to
“internally displaced persons” in Syria.



APC launched a project to rebuild a primary school in Nepal that was destroyed
during the 2015 earthquake.



An initiative has been developed (in cooperation with the Austrian Red Cross) to
reunite refugee families.



We have extended our support programmes to 7 areas including “APC Housing
Assistance”.



Our membership increased to 136 people.



Donations to APC’s assistance programs exceeded 100,000 Euros for the first time.

Notable events in 2015:

Donations and APC Refugee Support:
With 140,500 Euros in donations, a new record was achieved which was surpassed by total
support of 140,700 Euros to our refugee support programs. Thus, more that 100% of total
donations was made available to APC’s assistance programs.
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Compared to our previous record year in 2014, donations and assistance to refugees increased
by over 130%. The donations were allocated as follows:


44.000 € (31%): for Syria’s internally displaced refugees



37.000 € (26%): Reuniting refugee families



31.500 € (22%): Integration and educational programs for refugees (including
unaccompanied juvenile refugees)



19.500 € (14%): Psychotherapy for traumatized refugees and asylum seekers



6.800 € (5%): Natural disaster aid for Nepal



1.900 € (1,4%): Housing and living assistance

8th APC Krimml Peace Dialogue and APC Peace Hike:
The key theme of the “Krimml Peace Dialogue” on 26th June 2015 was “Ungelöstes
Flüchtlingsproblem – unsolidarisches Europa”1 with a lecture (“Die Angst vor Migranten und
Flüchtlingen – eine psychoanalytische Betrachtung”)2 held by Professor Rainer Danzinger.
David Zwilling presented the “Jerusalem Peace Walk” and Andreas Kosek and his theater
group staged the “Gargellen Friedensweg” in a scenic performance. Ernst Loeschner reported
on the “Gegen Unmenschlichkeit”3 petition.
Michael Kerbler moderated the panel discussion; experts Ulrike Lunacek (EU-Parliament),
Christoph Riedl (Diakonie)4 and Ruth Schöffl (UNHCR) took part in the dialogue. Mayor
Erich Czerny was a patron of the event that was attended by over 250 guests including
Salzburg’s Landtagspräsidentin5 Brigitta Pallauf.
188 people (including 102-year-old Marko Feingold) attended the APC-Peace Hike.
Highlights of the hike included an encounter with roughly 30 refugees (several of which were
underage and unaccompanied) and the inclusion of two Haflinger Horses (on loan by the
Austrian army), to commemorate the 1947 Jewish Exodus in which horses accompanied and
were a great help to the fleeing refugees. For the first time a short variant was added to the
hike (from Krimml Tauernhaus to Windbachalm), which was attended by 50 members.
More information can be found in the report by Ernst Löschner and Hans Nerbl. (Text in
German)

1

Unsolved Refugee Crisis – Disunity in Europe (translated)
Fear of Migrants and Refugees – A Psychoanalytical Approach (translated)
3 Against Inhumanity (translated)
4 One of Austria’s most important social service agencies
5 President of the provincial parliament
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More noteworthy events:
9th June: Michael Kerbler drafts a response to the Mayor of Bad Gastein’s negative reaction
against one of his citizens housing a number of refugees.
12th June: A benefit concert organized by “Artists for Syria” (AfS) is held at the Burgtheater,
Vienna. APC suggested that AfS work with APC to finance two of our projects: supporting
internally displaced refugees in Syria, and reuniting refugee families in Austria. In total, AfS
and APC were able to raise 66,000 Euro. (More information: Spendenschlussbericht, text in
German)
29th July: Ernst Loeschner’s article “Österreichs Asylpolitik ist kein Ruhmesblatt”6 is
published in the online version of “Der Standard”, one of Austria’s leading daily newspapers,
with the sub header “In Europa dürfen Asylsuchende arbeiten, Österreich hinkt, wieder
einmal, hintennach”.7
31st August: Ernst Loeschner speaks at the rally “Menschsein in Österreich” (20,000 people
attended the demonstration), castigating Austria’s Asylum Policy.
21st September: Ernst Loeschner is the keynote-speaker at the “UN World Peace Day”,
organized by the Salzburger Friedensnetzwerk.
20th November: At the APC General Assembly, Moshe Talit is promoted to an Honorary
Member of APC and the new APC statutes are decided upon.
16th December: APC’s new website (www.alpinepeacecrossing.org/en/) is developed by
Manfred Schwab and launched by APC member Willi Svoboda. Donations can now be made
also through PayPal. Rainer Prohaska establishes the APC Facebook page.
23rd December: On 27th November APC is chosen as a partner by Salzburg’s provincial
government for the “Salzburg 20.16” project after Michael Kerbler, Hans Nerbl and Ernst
Loeschner submitted their proposal: “APC Integrations- und Sensibilisierungsprogramm mit
Flüchtlingen”8. This is a special honor for APC. On Dec 23 the program is published on our
website (link in German), including the logos of all our project partners.
EL: February 16, 2016

6

Austria’s refugee policy is nothing to be proud of (translated)
Europe grants work permission to asylum seekers; Austria, once again, limps behind
(translated)
8 APC Integration and Sensitivity Program with Refugees (translated)
7
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